Cycle codes are a special case of lowdensity parity-check ( L D P C ) codes and as such can be decoded u s i n g a n i t e r a t i v e message-passing decoding a l g o r i t h m o n the associated T a n n e r graph. The existence of pseudo-codewords is k n o w n to c a u s e the decoding a l g o r i t h m to fail in certain instances. I n t h i s paper, we d r a w a connection between pseudocodewords of cycle codes and the so-called edge z e t a function of the associated normal graph and show how the N e w t o n polytope of the z e t a function e q u a l s the f u n d a m e n t a l cone of the code, which plays a crucial role i n characterizing the p e r f o r m a n c e of i t e r a t i v e decoding algorithms.
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iNTROnTlCTInN
codes where all bit nodes have degree two. ' From a practical point of view cycle codes are somewhat marred by the fact that their niinimum distance grows (at best) logarithmically in the block length (assuming fixed check-node degrees). Nevertheless, their properties make them more amenable to analysis than general LDPC codes.
In any crwc, cycle codes can be seen as an interesting object of study from which results can (hopefully) be suitably generalized t o the more interesting class of LDPC codes where part or all of the bit nodes have degree at least three.
The connections between iterative decoding and LDPC codes are probably best understood for cycle codes. First of 811, the fundilmental cone can be related concisely t o the decoding behavior under iterative decoding, and secondly, as we aim t o show in this paper, the fundamental cone may be iden- codewords in a cover of T will be interfering with the iterative decoditlg process. Consequently, in order to understand the behavior of iterative decoders we will have to characterize the "covering" codes and their codewords. 
THE FUNDAMENTAL CONE
T h e following definition introduces the graph theoretic 11-tion of a "graph cover".
Definition 111.1. is, 91 An unmmified, finite muer. 01, simply: a cover of a graph X is a graph Y along with D surjective *nap T : Y X which is a graph homomorphism, i.e., which takes adjacent vertices of Y to adjacent vertices of X, such that for each vertex x of X and each y E =-'(X), the neighborhood a(y) of y is mapped bijectively to qx). Fig. 2 (left) . Right: T h e corresponding double cover of the normal graph N ( H ) in Fig. 2 (right 
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The pseudo-codeword associated to E is the rational vector 
Other examples of a graph cover are shown in Fig. 3: the left-hand side shows a double cover Tanner graph of the Tanner graph in Fig. 2 (left) and the right-hand side shows the corresponding double cover normal graph of the normal graph in Fig. 2 (right) . The following remark formalizes Ex. The influence of a pseudo-codeword on the decoding hehwior under iterative decoding can ha measured by its pseud* weight which is a function of the pseudo-codeword and the cbannei used (see [?I and references therein) . An important property of the pseudo-weight is its scaling invariance, i.e. scaling a pseudo-codeward by a positive scalar leaves its pseudoweight unchanged.
The fundamental cone that is given in the foilowing definition will he, along with the zeta functions of a graph, a main abject of interest in this paper. Tlie next two lemmas esthblivh that there is a very tight connection between the fundamental cone of a code and codewords that live irr tiilite covers. Wlore specifically, in one directioii we prove that the pseudo-cadeword associated t o any codeword in a cover of a Tanner graph must lie within the fundamental polytope. In the other directioii we prove that to a given vector in the fundamental polytope we can find a cover with a codeword in it whose (suitably scaled) pseudcodeward is arbitrarily ciose t o the given vector. 
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is a n unscaled pseudo-codeword if and only if E,,, hjiw, = 0 (in IFz) for each j E J .
Pmof, This fallows from Lemma 111.10 and Corollary V.5. 0
IV. ZETA FUNCTIONS OF GRAPHS
Before we can talk about zeta functions of graphs we need to say exactly what we mean by B cycle in a graph.
Definition IV.l. Let X be a n undirected graph as in Dei. 11 
> l E ( N ) l -l V ( N ) l + l = I -x ( N ) , w h e r e x ( N ) isthe Euler characteristic of N .
Let us turn back t o graph-theoretic notions: the next important step is to introduce a special class of cycles called "primitive, backtrackiess and tailless cycles". Definition IV.3. Let r = (e,, , . . . I e;,) be a cycle in a graph X. We say r is backtrackless if for no s do we have e,, = e,,+,.
We say r is tailless if e,, # e;,. We say I' is primitive if there is no cycle e a n X such that r = 0' with T 2 2, i.e., such that r is obtained by following 0 a total of T t i m a . We say that the cycle Q = (eJl,. . . ,e,, ) is equivalent to r if there is some integcr t such that ej, = ej<,+,, m , ,~ It is easy to check that any simpie cycle is a primitive, backtrackless and tailless cycle and that the notion of equivalence given in Def. IV.3 defines a n equivalence relation on primitive, backtrackless, tailless cycles. E x a m p l e IV.4 (Code B). Let us return t o Code B defined in Ex. 11.5 and its nornial graph shown in Fig. 2 (right) ; the edge with variable label X , will be called e.. We see that the edgesequences (el,e>,e3) and ( e j , e s , e i ) are simple cydes: they correspond to the codewords (1,1,1,0,0,0,0) and  (0,0,0,0, 1,1, I ), respectively. i n C.
for all S.
In contrast to these two cycles, the cycles ri = (el, e 2 , e r , es, re. e?, er, e 3 ) rz = ( e 3 , e~, e , . e~, e~, e 4 , e z , e~)  r3 = (e,,e,, e4, es.e6. e7,e~,e6,ei,e4, e 3 ) are not simple cycles; but they are inequivalent, backtrackless, tailless, primitive cycles. Indeed, we can obtain infinitely many inequivalent, backtrackless, tailless, primitive cycles on N ( H ) by, for example, following the path (el,ez,e&), then arbitrarily many copies of the loop ( e s , e s , e , ) , and then (e4,eZ) .
The edge zeta function of a graph is a way to enumerate all inequivalent, primitive, backtrackiess cycles and combinations thereof. . . , unJ] given hy where A ( X ) is the collection of equivalence ciasses of backtrackless, tailless, primitive cycles in X.
As Ex. IV. 4 shows, the product in the definition of the edge zeta function is, in general, infinite. However, it is true that the edge zeta iunctiun is a rational function. To see this! we first need a few more definitions.
he an undi- With this example we can draw the fallowing important conclusion nhout cycle codes (which will he fornivlized in Th. V.4): listing the pseudo-codewords stemming from all the possible finite covers is equivalent to listing all bscktrackless and tailless cycles of the normal graph and comhinations thereof. But listing these cycles (in a certain way) is exactly whet tile zeta function of the normal graph evsentialiy does! Definition V.2. The e q o n e n t vector of the monomial U : ' ... up is thc vector (pi,. . . ,pn) E N : of t h e exponents of the monomial. bit inore difficulty, hut is handled similarly.
